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THE BURMA ROAD TO CHINA 
IN MARCO POLO'S STEPS 
Deprived · very largely of supplies by set;~, China must now rely for communica-
tions with the outside world on overland routes. Of these there are three 
leading respectively into French Indo-China, into Russian Central Asia, and 
into Burma. The following are extracts from three articles describing a 
journey from Burma to Yunnan/u. 
HANK OW 
This is an old route; it was not 
new when the ubiquitous Marco 
Polo travelled it, going south-west 
from the court of the Grand Khan 
into the kingdom of Mien, which is 
the Chinese name for Burma. It 
was by the road he is reputed to 
have followed-the Ambassadors' 
Road, it used to be called-that your 
Correspondent and his wife entered 
the province of Yu1111an in the last 
week of February. We had travelled 
up from Mandalay to Lashio, mostly 
in a slow but staunch little train 
which at Gokteik dragged itself 
across a railway viaduct alleged to 
be the highest in the world. In 
small stations perched among the 
mountains posters hopefully adjured 
the Shan tribesmen to "Visit Scar-
borough." 
From railhead at Lashio a fuming 
lorry took us in two days over the 
200 odd miles of narrow, tortuous 
road which has recently been driven 
through the jungle to Bhamo, farther 
up the frontier. It was at Muse, the 
halfway stage, that we got our first 
sight of China-a great range of 
hills, blue in the dusk, beyond the 
shining ribbon of the Shweli River. 
Muse is the point at which the great 
motor road now being built by the 
Chinese from Yunnanfu will cross 
the Burma frontier. 
A Burmese Bazaar 
Next day we found a bazaar in 
full swing at Namkham, an impor-
tant trading mart for the local tribes. 
The booths swarmed with a variety 
of races; Shans from both sides of 
the border, Kachins, an occasional 
Lisu, a few Chinese and Indian 
traders. Round white turbans and 
tall blue cylindrical turbans, plaits 
and bobs and pigtails, cheroots and 
slender bamboo pipes, strange leg-
gings and irrelevant garters, kilts 
and skirts and trousers, dirks from 
the Middle Ages, and cheap tartan 
rugs from Italy; Namkham was an 
ethnological jigsaw puzzle. We 
bumped away from it with regret, 
crossed the Shweli by a suspension 
bridge of imposing proportions but 
dubious reputation, and reached 
Bhamo after an excruciating ride 
over a road which was being re-
metalled by Chinese labour import-
ed from Yunnan. Over the 205 miles 
from Lashio to Bhamo we had aver-
aged roughly 15 miles an hour. 
Lashio is railhead. Bhamo is river-
head, and from it ih1ports brought 
by caravan from China (far the most 
important is raw silk) pass down 
the Irrawaddy to Rangoon. It is a 
pleasant station, combining the trim 
with the picturesque; for us it re-
presented the end, temporarily, of 
civilization. We hired four mules 
for our luggage and two Szechwa-
nese chair coolies, who carried my 
wife when the sun got high in a 
hua kan, a simple but comfortable 
contrivance of bamboo and string. 
On February 22, only-thanks to 
Imperial Airways- 19 days after 
leaving London, we loaded our im-
pedimenta on a lorry and drove 30 
miles out of Kylongkha, where the 
motor road ends at a cluster of huts 
in the jungle. Hence, next day, we 
took the mule road for China. 
Across The Frontier 
In the middle of the second day's 
march we crossed the Chinese fron-
tier. It was marked by a stream, a 
little iron bridge, and nothing else. 
In place of the uniforms, the bureau-
crats, and the currency regulations 
which Europe knows too well, there 
was only a surly Kachin youth, who 
forbade us to photograph his wo-
men, but otherwise ignored us. 
Beyond the frontier the road show-
ed, and maintained, a marked de-
terioration. 
The first place of importance on 
our route was the city of Tengyueh, 
which is 105 miles from the end of 
the motor road in Burma. We 
reached it in six stages, of which the 
last was a long one of 28 miles. The 
road, though pleasant to travel, is 
completely neglected by the Chinese 
authorities. This did not matter 
very much however; for with the 
completion of the new motor road 
the Bhamo route will lose most of 
its importance. 
The Chinese Shan States, through 
which we travelled as far as Ten-
gyueh, seem to be administered well, 
largely because they are hardly ad-
ministered at all. It was ·strange, 
coming fresh from the dire head-
lines and horrific newsreels of Lon-
don, to march for day after day 
through a China from which the 
war was almost as remote as the 
Flood: 
Tengyueh, which we reached on 
February 28, is a pleasant Chinese 
city lying in a wide valley some 
5,000ft. above sea-level. In spite of 
its elevation and its remoteness from 
the coast it ranks as a treaty port. 
There is a British Consulate, a solid 
edifice built at enormous expense in 
a style of more than classic severity. 
Its practical value will soon scarcely 
exceed its aesthetic, for the new 
motor road gives Tengyueh a fairly 
wide berth and it seems almost cer-
tain that the city will share the fate 
of Mengtszu, another treaty port in 
Yunnan whose importance withered 
when the railway from French Indo-
China passed it by at a distance. 
The present secular foreign popula-
tion of Tengyueh (there is a Swedish 
mission there) is three. It is a lonely 
post. 
We spent three nights there, rest-
ing and engaging fresh J,llUles for 
the remaining 170 miles of caravan 
road. We were almost too hospita-
bly feasted by the tupan. General 
Li Yehkai, who had been warned of 
your Correspondent's advent by the 
Central Government. Under the 
mistaken impression that I was com-
ing by aeroplane, he had thought-
.fully initiated the construction of an 
airfield. When I saw the result-an 
irregular plot of arable in a wilder-
ness of grave-mounds-! was g lad 
that I had walked. Throughout our 
journey we received every considera-
tion from the Chinese officials. 
Eaves of High Asia 
We took the road again on March 
3, accompanied by a Chinese servant 
with an anxiously paternal manner, 
two chair coolies, five mules, and a 
riding pony for my wife. We were 
also furnished with an escort of two 
charming soldiers armed with rifles 
and umbrellas. (These men went 
into action only twice. Once they 
annihilated a very small snake, 5in. 
long, which confronted us on the 
road; and once one of them, after 
holding the cartridge up to his ear 
like a cigar to find out if it contain-
ed a charge, finished off a broken-
down mule which had been cast off 
by another caravan.) 
The problem facing a traveller 
who wishes to proceed from Ten-
gyueh . to Yunnanfu is much the 
same as that which is attacked by 
an ant crawling laterally across a 
sheet of corrugated iron. The route 
lies along the eaves of High Asia, 
directly athwart the deep-hewn 
courses of the Salween, the Mekong, 
and certain lesser but not negligible 
rivers. A series of mountain bar-
riers, cut by passes between 8,000ft. 
and 9,000ft. high, alternates with 
valleys or gorges which go down to 
the neighbourhood of 4,000ft. above 
sea level. The track is intermit-
tently, but always crazily, paved : 
and the steepest ascents and descents 
are made by dilapidated flights of 
steps. The average stage is about 
15 miles a day, and the accommoda-
tion at the end of it varies from 
mediocre (by local standards) to 
very bad. The scenery is through-
out magnificent. 
It was at Yungchang (now called 
Paoshan) that we struck for the first 
time the new motor road, which 
comes up from the Burma frontier 
near Lashio by way of Mangshih 
and Lungling. This road, which is 
being contructed in sections, is not 
yet open to traffic. We did not 
travel on it, for it zigzags far afield 
in quest of easier gradients than the 
mule road offers ; but from time to 
time we dropped down on to it for 
a few miles in the valleys. 
A Mad Tailor 
After Yungchang the weather, 
which had been threatening for 
some time, broke with a vengeance. 
Travelling fast, we still had a mini-
mum of seven stages between us 
and Hsiakwan, the terminus of the 
bus route to Yunnanfu. For six of 
those stages (on the second of which 
we crossed the Mekong in a narrow 
but tremendous gorge) rain and 
thunder accompanied us. But the 
unkindest freaks of climate (needless 
to say, such weather at such a sea-
son was never known before) could 
not cancel the compensations of the 
journey. These included several 
chance encounters. One (too brief) 
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with the wife of a distinguished pro-
fessor of English literature, pursuing 
her solitary but indomitable course 
towards the Irrawaddy; another 
(also too brief) with the British 
Consul at Tengyueh, who' was re-
turning to that place after acting 
as Consul-General in Yunnanfu; and 
a third (altogether too protracted) 
with a mad tailor who for three 
days, with tears and prostrations, 
implored my protection against 
imaginary foes. 
On March 13 we did a long stage 
of 22 miles and slithered into Hsia-
kwan soon after dark. Early on 
March 15 we took our seats with 20 
other passengers in a lorry rudely 
disguised as a public conveyance, 
and four hours later it started. Bus 
rides in China have been described 
before, and this ran true to type. 
The usual number · of people were 
sick ; the usual number of mechani-
cal defects revealed themselves and 
were repaired by improbable meth-
ods; and the usual overloading 
threatened our equilibrium on hair-
pin bends. Once we stuck fast and 
dug ourselves out; and the small 
boulders with which stretches of the 
road were being remetalled made 
progress slow and painful. But we 
had better luck than most of our 
competitors and did the 275 miles to 
Yunnanfu in three days. 
Even so, at least two of the pas-
sengers, as they climbed stiffly out, 
could not help wondering how long 
it will be before the Chinese begin 
to show towards machinesthe sense 
of responsibility which governs, or 
at any rate influences, their treat-
ment of (for instance) mules. 
The R.oad Builders 
Although some 20,000 or 30,000 
Yunnanese troops (out of a popula-
tion of 14,000,000) have been sent to 
the war areas, and although some 
of them are reported to have been 
in action and done well, it may be 
said that the principal effect of the 
war on the huge province of Yun-
nan has been to make it build a 
road which it ought to have built 
years ago. In the recent history of 
the province the construction of a 
highway from the capital to Burma 
has been decided upon an unrecord-
ed number of times; and three years 
ago an unmetalled stretch of some 
275 miles from Yunnanfu to Hsia-
kwan was actually opened. But 
the total project, like many others 
in the back parts of China, needed 
the stimulus of Japanese aggression 
to get it properly under way; and 
even that stimulus might not have 
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been effective without the dynamic 
impact of General Chiang Kai-shek's 
will; a force, it shoul~ be added, 
which is ably supported on the spot 
by the Governor of Yunnan, General 
Lung Yun. 
Work on the 343 miles from Hsia-
kwan to the Burma border was start-
ed only last December. It might 
have been started earlier; but the 
rich merchants of Tengyueh cabal-
led to protect their interests by 
diverting the road through Ten-
gyueh to Bhamo. Once, however, 
the present route (Yunnanfu-Hsia-
kwan- Yungchang-Lung ling· Mang-
shih-Lashio) was decided on, the 
Yunnanese, under official compul-
sion, attacked their prodigious task 
with ant-like industry. In three 
months the road bed had been 
levelled or cut out, and in March 
I saw its long sinuous scar running 
impressively along the flanks of the 
trans-Salween ranges. The survey-
ing in this exceptionally difficult 
terrain was done by Chinese. 
Heroes and Victims 
The nature of the country is such 
that for the greater part of its length 
the road must run along the sides of 
steep and at times semi-precipitous 
mountains. It is impossible not to 
marvel at the speed with which the 
bed has been cut out by hand with-
out the aid of even the most primi-
tive machinery (their nearest ap-
proach to a machine is a cylindrical 
boulder which with the help of a 
water buffalo does duty as a steam 
roller). But the results are inevita· 
bly a little slapdash. 
The heroes-and the victims-of 
the new road are the peasants who 
are building it. Their numbers are 
unknown even to the officials con-
cerned, but they probably exceed 
100,000, and have been placed as 
high as 170,000. They include wo-
men and children and some very 
old men; they work with the mini-
mum of official and less than the 
usual minimum of military supervi· 
sion; and they receive no pay at all. 
In Yunnanfu one of the arbiters of 
their destinies explained to me that 
their food is provided out of funds 
raised from the less impoverished 
classes, who can purchase exemp· 
tion from this corvee. For the rest, 
the road has been subsidised by the 
Central Government to the extent 
of $2,500,000 (Mexican), and it is 
said (in Yunnan) that Yunnan has 
contributed a further $500,000. 
The workers, who are lodged in 
flimsy grass huts, keep on the job, 
in many sectors, day and night. 
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* Czecho-Slovakia's Big Problem* 
By LUDOVIC NAUDEAU 
Czecho-Slovakia is a state of na-
tionalities, not a national state. 
Several peoples live there side by 
side; .each speaks its own language, 
continues its historic traditions, and 
tends to pursue its own particular 
ideologies. In order to understand 
the big problem which the German 
minority presents to the Czecho-
Slovakian Republic, it is necessary 
to know certain fundamental truths 
which apply to the minority. 
In the 18th century, after epochs 
of alternate grandeur and vicissi-
tudes, Bohemia (the country of the 
Czechs, a Slavic people) became a 
simple Austrian dependency and in 
1776 German was imposed as the 
official language. Slavism remain-
ed dormant for a while until the 
events of 1848 made a decisive step 
towards its re-awakening. The Em-
peror of Austria finally granted the 
Bohemians permission to call a con-
stituent assembly, and after 1861 
political life among the Czechs be-
came intensified. It is important to 
bear in mind that German Bohemia 
was never a part of the Reich; it 
had never been anything but one of 
the Germanic parts of the Austro-
Hungarian empire. 
Long before Emperor Francis 
Joseph, Bohymia had its German 
minority, established on the same 
territory as today. The minority 
believed it was superior to the other 
Bohemians and that it should have 
certain privileges because it belong-
ed to the dominating race of the 
empire. When, after many linguistic 
conflicts, these Germans asked for a 
constitution for a "closed German 
territory " in 1880, the Czechs were 
bitterly opposed : they wanted to 
preserve the unity of their Bohemia 
and its secular frontiers. So we see 
that the present conflict is merely a 
repetition, or a continuation of the 
one . that existed in the Hapsburg 
emptre. 
Ragged or neat, misshapen or lim-
ber, cheerful or merely blank, they 
sw:a~m along the raw red cuttings, 
dnvmg across the mountains a high-
way for vehicles which very few of 
them have ever seen. 
The commercial and economic 
potentialities of the Burma road are 
much canvassed. It is at present a 
dark horse; but it is hardly con-
ceivable that it will turn out to be a 
white elephant. 
The Times Weekly Edition London, Mau 26, 1938. 
When you look at a map, you see 
that Bohemia is the most western 
of all the Slavic nations, jutting like 
a salient into the Germanic world. 
Czecho-Slovakia, as constituted by 
the Treaty of Versailles, is composed 
fundamentally of the two countries 
its name associates, two countries 
which are peopled by a single race 
which comprises 65 per cent. of its 
total population of 14 million. In 
add'ition to the Germans, there are 
about 691,900 Hungarians, 450,000 
Russians, and 81,730 Poles. The 
Polish and Hungarian minorities 
have often been cause for anxiety 
but at present the German problem 
is all-important. 
At the end of October, 1918, the 
Germans of Bohemia tried to con-
stitute themselves an autonomous 
state, Deutschbohmen, and invoking 
the right of nations to self-determi-
nation, they claimed their union 
with the new Republic of Austria. 
The Czechs, however, were opposed 
to this division of their country, and 
just as in 1880, they had their way. 
Bohemia brought to the Czecho-
Slovakian Republic more than three 
million Germans, or 22~ per cent. of 
the total poP.ulation of February, 
1921. But thts German mass does 
not form a single bloc; it is found 
mainly in six regions which separate 
the Czech zones. A part of this 
minority, too, is scattered in the 
midst of the territory inhabited by 
the Czechs and Slovaks, and forms 
what is called language blocs. (In 
Prague itself there is a bloc of 35,000 
Germans.) This geographic division 
of the Germans in Czecho-Slovakia 
has existed since the first immigra-
tion of the Germans into the country 
and, according to the Czechs, pre-
vents the minority from breaking 
away to create any kind of autono-
mous political body. Yet in spite 
of this, the first act of the sixty-two 
Geiman deputies in the Czecho-
Slovakian parliament in June, 1920, 
was to affirm that, never having in-
tended to unite with the Czechs to 
create the Czecho-Slovakian Re-
public, they considered the incor-
poration of the German regions in 
thi~ state a violation of the right of 
nations to self-determination. Their 
subsequent relations with the state 
have been based on this affirmation 
and show an attitude of antago-
nism, or even rebellion. They re-
proach the Czechs for the constitu-
tion which was drawn up by a 
national assembly from which Ger-
mans were excluded. But they seem 
to forget that they were excluded of 
their own accord. They say that 
most of the official positions have 
been given to Czechs. That is true ; 
but they do not take into considera-
tion the fact that an official must 
inspire confidence in the state he 
represents, and that the attitude and 
tactics of the Germans on the Bohe-
mian frontier make it difficult for 
the state to have confidence in them. 
A tJ.ling which seems surprising in 
1938 ts that the first national socialist 
party in Europe was organized be-
fore the war and Mr. Benes, now 
President of the Czecho-Slovakian 
Republic was its most important 
member. Later this Czech party 
changed its policies, while the Aus-
trian national socialist party, pat-
terned on the Czech party, kept its 
original doctrines. The present na-
tional socialist party of Czecho-
Slovakia is a branch of this Austrian 
national socialist party. Its progress 
was a direct consequence of the 
success enjoyed by the nazi move-
ment in the Reich, and soon the 
Czech government felt obliged to 
protect itself from the party, which 
was dissolved on October 4, 1933. 
Shortly afterwards, Konrad Hen-
lein, hitherto unknown, organized a 
new group : the Patriotic Front of 
the Sudeten. At 38 years of age, he 
became a Fuhrer, incarnating in his 
person all the regrets and rancor of 
the Germans in Bohemia and impos-
ing his will on them. His victory 
was quick and decisive. In the elec-
tions of May, 1935, the Sudeten-
Deutsche Partei of Konrad Henlein 
obtained more than one million 
votes and 44 of the 72 German man-
dates in parliament: he represents, 
therefore, two-thirds of the Germans 
of Bohemia. 
The basis of his protest to the 
Czechs was that the property of the 
Germans in Bohemia should be re-
spected, and that they should be 
gjven the opportunity to enjoy again 
all the material, moral, administra-
tive and intellectual positions held 
by them at the end of the war. 
I was determined to find out 
whether the Germans of Bohemia 
were really oppressed, as Henlein and 
his partisans maintain, by visiting 
German Bohemia and talking with 
the people there. After many long 
discussions I talked to a German 
from Bohemia who had just returned 
from a long visit to America, and 
he seemed to express very well the 
opinions of the others. 
"No," he said, "we really are not 
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persecuted. We Germans have the 
same electoral and legal rights as 
all the other inhabitants of the re-
public and therefore we should be 
satisfied. But, there is a catch: the 
Czechs govern the country from 
Prague, and as they hold the exe· 
cutive power, the · result is that 
practically our equal rights are not 
equal at all. In our German coun· 
try, the number of German func-
tionaries in proportion to our popu-
lation is ridiculously small, and all 
sorts of pressure is brought to bear 
on the subordinate German officials 
to make them send their children 
to Czech schools; their attempt to 
"Czechize" the German population 
is flagrant. Czech has been promot-
ed to the official language, and it is 
impossible for us to get along with-
out knowing it. 
"I think it is quite within reason 
to ask for a more or less extended 
autonomy in which we could ad-
minister our own educational es-
tablishments, choose our own func-
tionaries and police, direct our own 
culture, and in general, enjoy our 
national wealth. This could all be 
done, of course, within the frame-
work of the Czecho-Slovakian Re-
public, and the parliament at Prague 
would settle all questions of foreign 
politics and national defence." 
I learned further that Konrad 
Henlein received two-thirds of the 
German votes; that was a great 
deal, yet it was not such a great 
deal, because he did not receive the 
support of one-third of the Germans 
in Czecho-Slovakia (those who be-
longed to parties which the nazis 
are persecuting in Germany). This 
minority, called the Activists, ap· 
prove of the participation of their 
deputies in the direction of Czecho· 
Slovakian politics. 
At the end of 1936, the represen-
tatives of their three parties, the 
agrarian party, the Christian socia-
list party and the social democratic 
party, submitted a memorandum to 
the government in which they in-
sisted on the necessity for certain 
reforms. This resulted in the agree-
ment of February 20, 1937: persons 
belonging to minority groups have 
been promised government positions 
in proportion to the numerical im-
portance of the minority in the 
state; the examinations given them 
in the Czech language will be easier; 
and when the government under-
takes public works on German ter-
ritories, it will have recourse to the 
German contractors and workers 
living in these territories. 
At this point, it is necessary to 
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mention the depression which reach-
ed its culminating point in Czecho-
Slovakia in 1933. German Bohemia, 
essentially industrial, suffered from 
it to a greater extent than the 
Czecho-Slovakian majority, particu-
larly because its products were de-
stined for exportation. 
This provided an excellent occa· 
sion for the enemies of Czecho-
Slovakian unity to accuse the gov-
ernment of pursuing a systematic 
policy favoring the Czechs and 
Slovaks to the detriment of the Ger-
man minority. Internal complica· 
tions were accentuated by the poli-
tical tension in Europe. In 1933, the 
national socialist party came into 
power in Germany, full of pan-
Germanic aspirations. Its ideology, 
the importance it attributed to the 
idea of race, and its vehement claims 
could not fail to influence German 
minorities in the states of central 
Europe, and it was in the autumn 
of that year that Henlein came into 
prominence. 
Although Henlein's party affirms 
it has no connection with naziism, 
the Fuhrer of tl1e Sudeten cannot 
hide his relationship to the famous 
Fuhrer of the German Reich. Even 
his vocabulary has assimilated the 
terms Gemeinschaft, Deutsches Blut~ 
Deutscher Raum, so clear to Hitler. 
His criticism of parliamentarianism, 
of liberalism, and Marxism is an 
echo of Hitlerian invectives. He, 
too, receives his chief support from 
the manufacturers; his party is con-
servative and collaboration with the 
socialists in parliament is inconcei-
vable. He exercises a rigorous 
authority over his Sudeten Party, 
and applying a totalitarian policy, 
he claims the sole right to represent 
the Germans of Bohemia and express 
their policy. 
He says: "We are anxious to 
maintain as good relations with 
Germany as possible, because she 
wants peace. Vve do not approve 
of the intimate relationship between 
Czecho-Slovakia and France, which 
is using our country as a political 
pawn in Europe. We certainly do 
not want any sort of alliance with 
Russia." 
In his October 21, 1934, speech, 
Henlein denied that his group was 
opposed to the idea of parties, but 
added, "We shall, however, take 
our position against those elements 
whose aims are egoistic, and which 
are not ready to subordinate them-
selves to the highest ends, which 
the needs of the national community 
demand." 
The policy of his party and its 
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actions are full of contradictions 
and it is impossible to listen to their 
claims without thinking of the many 
facts they deny. Is it not true that 
when the commission in control of 
communal finances examined the 
administration of certain communi-
ties controlled by Henleinists, whose 
fmancial situation seemed embar-
rassed, they found large reserve 
funds which the budget did not 
mention, and whose destination re-
mained mysterious? Is it not true 
that the authorities of the Reich 
have begun to organize Sudeten 
German legions in imitation of the 
famous Austrian legions? Is it not 
true that the Sudetendeutscher Hei-
matsbund, the organization of the 
Sudeten Germans in Czecho-Slo· 
vakia, enlists young men in the 
Henlein party and sends them to 
Germany where they receive mili-
tary instruction for three months? 
Is it not true that thousands of 
workers living on Bohemian ter-
ritory, cross the frontier every day 
to go to work in Germany, where 
the Reich has everything so organiz-
ed that these men return home with 
the most favorCJble impression of 
the Third Reich? 
In May, 1937, Konrad Henlein 
presented six projects to the Czecho-
Slovakian parliament. They were 
a bold attempt to unify all Germans 
of Bohemia by compulsion. If they 
were accepted, all German property 
would be considered part of the 
German national wealth; and no 
German could sell property to a 
non-German, even if he wanted to. 
A "survey " would distinguish, once 
for all, all the German citizens from 
the non-German citizens, and con-
stitute a steadfast ethnical collec· 
tivity, represented by a Sprecher, 
who would not belong to the parlia-
ment, a supreme chief who would 
think, discuss, and direct in the 
name of all, like the Fi.ihrer of the 
Reich. 
In these projects, the Czechs saw 
an attempt to combat the moderate 
policies of the German Activists and 
give a new stamp to the particu· 
larism of the Sudeten. 
Obviously one of the main ob· 
jectives of Henlein's party is to ac· 
centuate everything that distin· 
guishes the Czechs from the Ger· 
mans, to stress the fact that the 
latter are a separate nationality and 
quite justified, therefore, in demand-
ing their autonomy. 
Actually, however, the Germans 
do not form a homogeneous natio-
nality; there are several compact 
groups, but numerous Czechs are 
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mingled with them. The federal * 
formula proposed by the chiefs of * A VERY BIG DAM * * the Sudeten would result in sacri-
ficing not only the German Activists 
but also the 380,000 Czechs living 
· among them. It would also mean 
sacrificing the 730,000 Germans who 
live outside the Sudeten territory 
where the majority of the popula-
tion is Czecho-Slovakian. Moreover, 
although the two nationalities are 
separated by language, culture, and 
ideology, ethnically they have been 
welded together during the course 
of centuries. 
In this respect an eminent states-
man stated: " It would be impos-
sible to grant the Sudeten all their 
demands. It would mean creating 
a state within a state. Besides, the 
problem is complicated by the 
Semitic question. Among our three 
and a quarter · million Germans, 
there are from 200,000 to 300,000 
Jews, who have played a tremendous 
part in the culture of our country. 
Democratic Czecho-Slovakia would 
not consent to sacrificing her Jews 
in the north of Bohemia on the 
arbitrary order of an autocrat. The 
Sudetendeutsche Partei wants to set-
tle it once and for all so that only 
Germans live in the German dis-
tricts_ But that's impossible! There 
are so rpany homes in which the 
husband is German and the wife 
Czech, or vice versa ! Everything 
here is all mixed up." 
On examining the possible solu-
tions to the problem, we find that 
no·ne of them is of value : 
I. To cede the Germans in Czecho-
Slovakia to the Reich would be to 
deprive the country of its natural 
frontier and literally place it at the 
mercy of the great power whose 
advance guard could easily bombard 
Prague, if it wished. 
2. To constitute a German-Bohe-
mian state or grant the inhabitants 
of this region their autonomy would 
only hasten its re-entrance into pan-
Germanism; and in the long run 
this would imply the submission of 
Czecho-Slovakia to German hege-
mony. 
3. To try to preserve the status 
quo, in which the majority of the 
Germans of Bohemia under the 
leadership ·of a Fuhrer feel £~nta­
gonistic towards the republic and 
consider themselves persecuted, en-
genders uneasiness and constant 
perils. 
What is to be done? 
The Agrarian Party has tried to 
come to an agreement with Henlein, 
Boulder Dam is the largest struc-
ture ever built by man, yet it could 
be buried in the base alone of a 
concrete colossus which engineers 
are raising above the Columbia river 
in Washington. 
Called the "biggest thing on 
earth," the Grand Coulee dam, when 
finished, will be three times the size 
of Boulder, will develop one and a 
half times as much power, and will 
but has not found the means of 
bringing this about. Would it be 
possible for this party to come to 
terms with him without capitulat-
ing? Is it not evident that his first 
condition would be for the govern-
ment to abandon its foreign pacts 
and his second to grant him, Hen-
lein, the right to influence its future 
foreign policy ? 
The Czechs understand these im-
plications. They wou~d _like t<? hav:e 
Henlein enter the m1mstry If th1s 
would pacify their Germans. But 
they realize that the Reich would 
consider such a move a step towards 
the creation of a government which 
would prepare the way for the vas-
salage of Czecho-Slovakia. 
What appears certain in the last 
analysis is that the activities of the 
Sudeten are purely and simply 
manifestations of the policy of the 
Reich. The political mechanism of 
the Sudeten is controlled by invisible 
motivators in Berlin. Nazi Germany 
seems less desirous of improving the 
fate of the Germans in Bohemia th'!n 
of following a general plan by which 
Czecho-Slovakia would be reduced 
to the position of a subordinate 
state. To Czecho-Slovakia, the in-
tellectuals of the Sudetendeutsche 
Partei propose a permanent friend-
ship, a community of interests, and 
a unity of views with Germany so 
that the two powers may act on an 
equal footing in the regions of the 
Danube. But when the 66 million 
in Germany, associated with 15 
million, it is quite obvious that the 
latter 15 million will have to obey 
the former 66 million, and that the 
independence of Czecho-Slovakia, 
which is real today, will only be a 
memory tomorrow. Czecho-Slovakia 
does not want to accept this solu-
tion, because the memory of the 
three hundred years under German 
Hapsburg suzerainty is still too 
fresh. Rather than begin her vas-
salage again, she prefers to run the 
risk of complete annihilation. 
-L' Illustration, Paris. 
provide irrigation for an area one 
and a half times the size of Rhode 
Island. 
The dam will be as high as a 46-
story building and as long as four-
teen ordinary city blocks. Its bot-
tom will be as thick as the length 
of a six-car train, and four vessels 
the size of the ' Queen Mary' could 
be spaced along its top. The 23 
million tons of concrete will bulk 
four times the volume of the Great 
Pyramid. 
The gigantic mass to be seen to-
day is not much more than the mere 
foundation of the whole structure. 
When finished the darn will be near-
ly a mile long and three times as 
high as Niagara Falls. It will back 
up a lake 151 miles long clear to the 
Canadian border and its generators 
will develop the equivalent of 2,700-
000 horsepower, more than the 
hydro-electric power of all seven 
dams of the Tennessee Valley Au-
thority combined. 
The gorge of the Columbia river 
is too big to permit an archtype 
dam. Grand Coulee must depend 
upon its massive ·weight alone to 
resist the pressure of the water it 
will back up. At the dam site the 
river is 700. feet wide and at times 
70 feet deep. · It is estimated that 
potentially this one river alone, ex-
ploited under a huge ten-dam pro· 
gram of which the Grand Coulee is 
one and the Bonneville dam now 
being built 300 miles down stream 
is another, can turn out energy 
amounting to more than half the 
total hydro-electric power developed 
in the United States today. 
When the engineers selected the 
present site on the Columbia they 
took advantage of an event that 
happened millions of years ago. 
During the last great ice age a 
glacier flowed into the present river 
bed and dammed the river as effec-
tively as the modern concrete struc-
ture will. The impounded waters 
gradually filled the canyon and then 
overflowed the walls, cutting out a 
new river channel to the south. For 
centuries the river flowed along its 
new bed and then, when the ice 
retreated, resumed its age-old path. 
That left a dry river bed, from 
2 to 5 miles wide and 56 miles long, 
high on the canyon wall, pointing 
away almost in the opposite direc-
tion from the great gorge of the 
Columbia. At the far end of this 
old channel lie 1;200,000 acres of the 
richest arid agricultural land in the 
country. The present idea is to 
pump billions of g:;tllons of water 
up from behind the new dam into 
the extinct river bed and use 23 
miles of this trough both as a canal 
and a balancing reservoir to carry 
part of the Columbia to the arid 
acres of the Big Bend country. 
Never before has a river the size 
of the Columbia been dammed, and 
getting ready to build the dam was 
a major job in itself. Two towns, 
a "contractors' town" and a gov-
ernment town," were built on op-
posite sides of the river for the 
nearly 6,000 workmen and engineers. 
A large permanent railroad bridge 
and a suspension bridge for carry-
ing cement across the river had to 
be built as well as several pile bridges 
and catwalks. In drilling down to 
bedrock to ensure firm foundations 
for the dam the drillers wore away 
nearly 49 miles of hardened drill 
steel. To make sure that the foun-
dation granite itself is as strong as 
possible, ten miles of grout holes 
were drilled into it and 12,500 tons 
of cement "grout" were forced 
down the holes under pressure to fill 
every crack and seam. 
Today the nerve centers of the 
dam are in the two roaring, vibrat-
ing "houses of magic" where the 
concrete that goes into the dam is 
mixed. Between them, "Eastmix" 
and " W estmix" digest 15,000 bar-
rels of cement, 21,750 tons of sand 
and gravel, and 360,000 gallons of 
water every day. On an average 
15,000 cubic yards of concrete are 
mixed and placed in a 24-hour 
period. 
Above the mixing chamber, in 
the comparative quiet of a glassed-
in office, the chief mixer controls 
and regulates each batch of con-
crete. Flickering red and green 
lights on a dispatch board tell him 
which crews far out on the dam 
want concrete, and the amount and 
type of material they need. In front 
of him a nd above his head are push 
button controls and valves by which 
the automatically measured doses of 
water and materials that go into the 
mixing machines are released, as 
well as time controls that automati-
cally stop and dump each batch at 
the right time. Against one wall 
of the chief mixer's office a dozen 
electrically operated steel pens ink 
jagged lines on the moving paper 
of a huge graph, telling the mixer, 
as a visual check, the exact amount 
of materials that go into each batch 
and the viscosity of the finished 
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The Way the People Are Thinking 
By GEORGE GALLUP 
Director, American Jnstituu of Public Opinion 
During the last three years the 
American Institute of Public Opin-
ion has interviewed hundreds of 
thousands of American voters in all 
walks of life, obtaining a true cross-
section of popular thought. It has 
asked their views on more than 500 
questions of politics, government, 
social and labor problems, war, etc., 
and it has accumulated a mass of 
authoritative information on what 
the people are thinking. It has found 
that the typical American is re-
markably alive to the issues of the 
day and highly articulate about 
them. If free opinions and an active 
public mind are the lifeblood of 
democracy, then the red-corpuscle 
count for this country is extremely 
high. 
As many as 80 or 90 people in 
every 100 will normally express an 
opinion on most issues. Most of the 
comments are folksy and colloquial, 
~t with an element of old-fashioned 
"horse sense." By and large, the 
majority of voters seem to have a 
concrete. 
The dari1 grows in five foot "lifts" 
of wet concrete, placed in alternate 
blocks measuring up to fifty feet 
square. The forms that hold each 
block are shaped to provide vertical 
keys so that when concrete is poured 
in the intervening blocks the adjoin-
ing masses become locked and tied 
to each other. With both mixing 
plants in operation a cubic yard of 
concrete is added to the dam every 
five and one-half seconds. 
After one-tenth of the Columbia's 
flow is diverted for irrigation more 
than enough water will always be 
available to keep the generators in 
continuous operation and to main-
tain the river level at approximately 
twice its past minimum flow. A 
huge fish hatchery is planned below 
the dam to raise and distribute 
young salmon, since the hordes of 
salmon that normally travel to the 
upper reaches of the river will be 
unable to get by the dam. 
It is estimated that the dam and 
powerhouses will cost a total of 
$178,790,000 and that the combined 
dam and irrigation project will re-
present a total investment of $378,-
631,000. It will probably require 
another three years, at the present 
rate of work, to complete. 
ready ability to distinguish reality 
from sham. The surveys provide 
evidence to support Theodore Roose-
velt's dictum that "the majority of 
the plain people will day in and day 
out make fewer mistakes in govern-
. ing themselves than any smaller 
body of men will make in trying to 
govern them." 
Like any llving organism, public 
opinion changes. But the Institute 
has found no evidence that it is 
fickle. There appear to be two types 
of opinion change: a slow trend, 
where a shift is scarcely noticeable 
over short intervals; and a precipi-
tate change, not unlike the booms 
and panics in stock market values. 
In nine cases out of ten, however, 
a precipitate shift of opinion is di-
rectly traceable to crucial or deci-
sive events. This is illustrated by 
the trend of disarmament sentiment. 
Nearly three fourths of the voters 
interviewed in May, 1937, were for 
mutual disarmament pacts among 
the leading nations. Then came the 
Japanese invasion of China, and 
warlike moves by the fascist powers. 
President Roosevelt, warning the 
nation that it must face these un-
pleasant facts, called for a large 
increase in our Navy. When the 
institute again sounded disarma-
ment sentiment in February, 1938, 
it found that in six months one 
third of the treaty supporters had 
changed sides. 
Perhaps the best example of how 
the public mind changes with events 
was the Supreme Court fight. When 
the question was two months old, 
opinion was almost evenly divided. 
But events were to turn the tide 
against the President. The court 
validated the Wagner Labor Act, 
undercutting the argument that 
"nine old men" were irreconcilably 
anti-New Deal. Then Justice Van 
Devanter resigned, opening the way 
for a Roosevelt appointee; this and 
the bitter Senate debate on the bill 
contributed to a steady swing away 
from the President's plan. By the 
time the bill was finally buried, only 
about 30 in every 100 voters were 
in favor of it. 
What are the main cleavages that 
exist today in American public opin-
ion? The one that overshadows all 
others has to do with wealth. In-
stitute researches show plainly that 
the lower income groups, particular-
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ly in the North, now regard the De-
mocratic party-with its share-the-
wealth program-as their vehicle for 
political expression, while the upper 
income groups turn to the G.O.P. 
Whether or not the Republicans and 
Democrats swap positions as mi-
nority and majority parties, in the 
1938 and 1940 elections, is directly 
dependent on Republican ability to 
win votes near the middle of the 
income scale. 
Another opinion cleavage is that 
between farm and labor. Though 
the average farmer approves of col-
lective bargaining, at least in the-
ory, he thinks labor unions should 
be regulated by the government; 
and he is violently opposed to sit-
down strikes. In ·view of the clash 
of economic interests and the wide 
difference of opinion between these 
two groups, it seems unlikely that 
an effective national Farmer-Labor 
party will be formed soon. 
Where does public opinion stand 
on some of the principal issues con-
fronting the American people today? 
Relief and Social Security-The 
majority believes that it is the gov-
ernment's responsibility to pay the 
living expenses of the needy unem-
ployed. The public is divided on 
the responsibility of local, state and 
federal governments for supplying 
and administering relief funds, but 
it believes strongly that able-bodied 
men should work for what they get 
and approves of work relief. It be-
lieves that politics plays a part in 
the administration of relief. The 
majority strongly approves of com-
pulsory old-age insurance, and is 
willing to pay taxes necessary to 
support it. 
Labor-The majority of the public 
believes, as do the farmers, in the 
right of workingmen, government 
employes excepted, to organize and 
bargain collectively. But its sym-
pathy with strikes is shortlived; it 
strongly believes that sit-down 
strikes should be made illegal, and 
favors the forcible eviction of sit-
down strikers by militia. It thinks 
that labor unions should be regulat-
ed by the government, and that 
they should make public annual 
reports of the moneys they collect 
and spend. It agrees that John L. 
Lewis and the C.I.O. have aided the 
cause of the workingman, but it 
likes William Green and the A. F. of 
L. better. It is against the closed 
shop and the check-off. It consis-
tently endorses a federal law setting 
maximum-hour and minimum-wage 
standards. 
Foreign Policy- The American 
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public has a passionate desire for 
peace. It believes that it was a mis-
take for the U. S. to enter the World 
War, and is strongly averse to en-
tanglements that might lead it into 
another. It believes that there will 
be another world war and thinks-
or perhaps hopes, since the majority 
is exceedingly small-that it can 
stay out. It would like to see Amer-
ican nationals and ships withdrawn 
from the troubled zones in China, 
but it is in favor of holding on to 
the Philippines until 1946. The 
American public is in favor of 
building a larger army and navy, 
and particularly a stronger air force. 
It thinks a strong military establish-
ment will help to keep us out of war. 
Our continuous studies in public 
opinion indicate that at present the 
public is heading gradually toward 
the conservative position in politics. 
The last five months, for example, 
have seen a steady decline in Pre-
sident Roosevelt's popularity. The 
Institute's latest index finds 58 per-
cent of the electorate for him to-
day, as compared to 63 percent last 
October. 
Another reflection of relatively 
conservative tendencies is that Re-
publican Congressional prospects 
have sharply improved. Whereas 
the number of Republican members 
in Congress has been reduced in 
every election since 1932, the sur-
veys now indicate that the G.O.P. 
may win as many as 85 new seats 
in the House next autumn. The 
public's attitude toward organized 
labor has likewise undergone a 
change in the conservative direc-
tion, apparently because of last 
year's rioting and jurisdictional 
fights. 
Several fundamental tenets of de-
mocracy are distinguishable in the 
surveys. The first is that power 
which goes with high elective office 
is to be placed only temporarily in 
the hands of any one individual. 
Witness the 70 percent of "no" 
votes in the Institute poll when the 
question of a third term for Presi-
dent Roosevelt is raised. 
The second democratic tenet is 
that fundamental changes in gov-
ernment should be made by popular 
vote. Throughout the bitter Su-
preme Court fight, when the Ad-
ministration was never able to win 
a majority to its point of view, 
voters told the Institute that they 
thought the President should have 
made the court plan an issue in the 
1936 campaign. 
A third tenet is that on funda-
mental questions where great val-
BOOK REVIEWS 
lleazo Nitobe: 
Editorial Jottings 
The Osaka Mainichi & 
The Tokyo Nichi Nichi, 
May 5, 1938. 
Those who leave an indelible mark upon 
history are either great misers of time or 
at least those who can turn their spare 
moments into tangible results. This is the 
way, I have been told. wise men define the 
great or near-great. If spare·moment ac· 
complishments are a criterion of one's 
greatness, then the late Dr. Inazo Nitobe, 
our venerable advisory editor who passed 
away at Victoria, B.C. in 1933, can indeed 
be called a great man. 
His" Editorial Jottings" which he penned 
for the Osaka Mainichi and the Tokyo Nichi 
Nichi, English edition, in his spare moments 
day in and day out from 1930 to 1933, and 
which have recently been published in two 
volumes, substantiate conclu'sively what one 
of his attainments can accomplish if he is 
ori the alert against letting spare moments 
slip by. 
Even Gifted Remain Idle 
It is not unusual even for those gifted 
with high intellects to remain idle in their 
leisure hours. 
From- the standpoint of one who has had 
the privilege of associating with. the savant 
late in his life and as one who has had the 
good fortune to translate some of his works, 
the perusal of his last journalistic efforts, 
posthumously published, which has had 
profound influence on us all, his co-workers, 
affords me great pleasure. 
Just as the compiler says in the fore-
wood, the savant does not make the slightest 
attempt at producing so-called fine writing 
in these articles of his, albeit the character· 
istic conscience of a scholar and artist, 
which Dr. Nitobe possessed to a marked 
degree, is much in evidence from cover to 
cover. 
It should be remembered that a great 
part of his Jottings was scribbled down on 
scraps of paper while he traveled aboard a 
train, motored, or rode in a rikisha between 
stations and his residence, or hotels, or 
ues are at stake, decisions made by 
many minds are more to be trusted 
than those made by few minds. 
When Presidential responsibility for 
neutrality is posed against Congres-
sional responsibility, the people in-
dicate greater faith in Congress. 
When the issue is carried one step 
further in terms of a war referen-
dum, a majority declares for a pop-
ular vote before declaring offensive 
war. 
This consistent adherence to dem-
ocratic tenets offers unique evidence 
that, whatever its ailing condition 
elsewhere in the world, democracy 
in the United States today is very 
much alive. 
-The New York Times Magazine. 
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stand him and rightly to appreciate his I 命ル決定し符るとする!!Ii;F;)__ bor. ~~問分 f;~h総同 fil jii/l:¥ C. I. O. 1:本図
efforts. - . I the Patriotic Front ofthe Sudeten. ズデ I ~a .í.り 分以 L 7':ろ L のなり
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Los Angeles 1 the ~.~~~~，~n-Deutsche Partei. ;:ァ‘ーテ I *1諒ω談合越年戦の主主恕
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|円I∞uM about it..She dO伺esn'tu山山n吋】d心e凶叫t凶an凶dl 本刀5銃虎削iは工ブ火乙多数談者守潟滞詰訴諸j'氏に取つての手併休fcs限良De 
Hιv刊ej卯usはtr閃官adyou町rbook of sho1't sto1'ies I 臼efお0印 1 seal t山hiおslett舵怠剖町l'1 will ask h国erif I 
一TheJapanese at Home-wh凶 Ie~j~~-;d 1 sh;~~~~~; t:'vu~[:山刈allow Japan"in it|へのゐる Lのである事た保託して仰らないo
mo1'e thal1 1 can .tel y~lU.. I_!: gave me mor<: I 1 am enclosi時 twonewspape1' dippings of I 特lこ「寸エYヨのズデーテνの問題Jの記
of an加，de何 la1ld叩 gof the Jaμnese than 1 I ou1' 町田nt1'a1l1-sω1'm -f thought -being a I $1:1:我々が最近韻んた巾で最1， J. (反加えF
get in mc_eling them which _a~ you know I newspaper man you1'self you mighl likよい I:f;!I'拠して肘ると思1:1:れるもの。「ピル T から
there are 10白 ofthem he1'e. The 百戸時 ~r~ 1 seethem. "lt;s qui臼 sunnyand wa1'm叩 inI支那へ-'0布グなるロンドバイムス紙記者
liμ仰 O側 no¥'¥'.山 m仰shand 川~~~e~~tI ~~ltor~m t_ ~I~~_ ~~rg~~tT~;~ 悶epyt ~he ci~ll~~~~ Iの手lーなつれ時局肉紀行文or米関輿論の
but the older ones from Japan a問 di仔erent，I itleft behind. Will here 1 seem to be I ー
gentle and pol恥 í3'~t-f;~' -~(:tk'~d';h;t I :ri'ti~'g ~~~.~'\~U~ le~~;;: \~h~~ ;11 Ot;;:c;~t ωI ilJJ向oJr Il.t界ーの大μJ何れL近来の読み
“Veiled see ~othing expression" you men.1 do wa-; to say 1 read your bouk， lik~d -u I物である。
tion. 1 always t~oul?ht it .was ~epause.t~ey I and will see if 1 can find ally oth~r by you I 出版部 l~ 新らしく踊喜多埼之助氏者
didn't waJ;t.， tobe friendly. 1 just didn't I inぬelibra1'Y. -. I rCha-no引 lJと英吉票日本お伽噺十二加えl?if:手
unde四回diι 1 1 am タト|二給介すべく純日本式の豪華版た以て近
FJι泣包:1522e宅;Jb:?fressesyou叶 V町 Sincerely， I々閉すん出版部が常に出版物iこ依って日
There is a litle Japanese woman living I MRS. BERTIlA M. JOHNSON I本紹介l二努力して居ろが以上の近刊も亦大
in out. housι When -she saw your bool<， I 434， So. Flowc1' St. し、l二日本の凶民約:削欧米諸闘に認識さぜる
she ∞uld not read it， but looked at the I Los Angeles California I1こ佼立つこと注総信寸る。
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新渡戸博士随筆集!!
(VIT()I週AL
BむTTIN4;S
全二悲異六21定債各2.80干各14銭
世界に燦たり北星堂の
日本文欝英語書
下記の諸綴1:1:現代日本文噂海外進出の鳴
矢たなしれるもの。言事者1:1:何れL主r界の
第一人者、現代日本文事英語の最高水準
た行くものである。
方今海外l二於げる日本文化研究熱の彰涛
れる時iこ官寄って益々其意義と債値やすrlこ
しつ hわる ものである。
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JULY 
正義日本のために!敢然頑迷なる世界の暴諭に
跳戟する!m!日!園際的新閤人ノエjんし氏新著川1川1川I日1
ノエル氏が本書てでe語る支那及支那事愛に開する巌然たる事萱
と公卒なる論断こそは吾人の云はんと欲することを云つたも
のてで.正義日本が聞〈ベ〈して聞治か、ざりし;高葛雷の重馨華援てでeあるO
With Typical American Fairness 
PERCY NOEL 
23yea円 aforeigncor問主ondentforAmerican， BritiJh and French 
r叩 lpaperfin Eurote， the Near Eaft and in A!Ia. 
TELLS THE TRUTH 
As he sees itαbout recent events 
in Asia and suggests the future in 警課英二
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Nofhing trite， no repetifion 01 what has been 
told belore; buf Iresh observation. 
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Pearl S. Buck. Jのほ:-The folk tale5 of any people are inter・
e5ting becau5e they reveal a 50rt of folk mind in which every one 
share5 whether he acknowledges it or not. Here are colee1:ed the 
chief of Japan 's folk taJe5， pJeasantly translatecl， and now of e5pecial 
significance because they reveal the ways of thinking， ina sImple 
fashion， ofa people whom many are fincling it c1i伍cultto lnderstancl. 
THE ASIA， Ne叩 York.
The Times. Liierary Supple，neni. LOldon: -They 
tel of brave c1eecls ancl tragic events in the lives of Dai Nippon's i 
most filmous warriors ancl wo巾 ies山 ough山猪口・ ・ ~ .As ~ I T;~e ~i!"cs. '_ite.rary ~UPI!.'c，，!，~nt. L肘的n:-The
whole; the book fulfiJs its a¥lthor's purpo;e by pre';，enting in se-I制 thors'五r，tpurpose， in compiling this critical stucly of Japanese 
quence some of the叫削tfeatmes of山 nat刷、 history， i町
TI，e Ashb.1.削'Irt印onG，Itαr円di加0掴".Ne円叩引叩vZea/，μand: 一Omo町ri什Istωo汀r日凶atiolof 1868 w出 a ba汀r巾ba町r01削u凶IS日C。加.un川山1叫trげyancl to prove， on the COIl・
Harris has producecl a fascinating story of山 Japanesenation， I t川 y，how fertile was the intelee1:ual grouncl which el1ahled the na山 n
limnecl with light touches ancl in p巾 maticcolo1~rs: The storie; I to出 similate50 m¥lch of the science and culture of山 West，“while
are so well w山町山t山 yread like a no刊 1，with not a dl1川l1刈 sen叩 喝 1いalt山hetim附1e山山O肝rt-cl山c叩Z
t臼e叩ncefl'om c∞over to c∞ove引r.“JapaneseTales" wil appeal to chil-! '1 he!r work， c~mpiled wi.tl~ th~ as.si.s~anc~ o~ t.he ~epartn: ent of ~d・
c1ren who delight in fancy trees a吋 storiesof aclventl1; as much as I ucation， cOl1tains a. go，?d .d目 1of historical backgrouncl， together 
山 y wil interest acI¥llts who dil'e tωo e叩n川山lar伊 the白irk叩l
the people of the Ori出
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140 pp.+xxiv 9ix6!"，切itlzNoteI and Il!uJtrated切 ithThirty・
t叩 oRφrodu8ionJ rif Paintings， Photographs and Sketches. 
A，.tistic Japanese Bi'l.dillY: The Co屯JerDesign 
Retroduced from a Treasured Piece rif .t1ncient Brocade. 
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Price ￥6.22 Postαge 33 sen 双F…A…一日OF向山un…kukitawas五時tpub… 
1932， he succeeded in bringing before the reading.public of the West a general survey of the 
time-honored esthetic pastime of ]apan， which has had a far-reaching influence upon succeeding 
generations of the cultured and governing classes of the country. 
Not only does the author describe the elaborate ritual of the tea cerernony， the etiquette observed and 
the utensils used， but he throws a light on the irnportant bearing which this social custorn has on the de-
velopment of arts and crafts in ]apan. The present volurne istherefore recornrnended to those who would 
gain a deeper insight into the horne life of the Japanese people. 
Published by The DOKUSEIDO Press， Nishikicho Sanchomt， Kanda， Tokyo 
Ilistory of Japan.ese Edueation: 
二斗4 国語さ and Pres，ent ザ..-. Educational Systcm 
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~ lA，PA h:ESE ，(~LH.J( ;/\ TIO立j 口小説同足
附約… ν!~(c:{tra".~l 山刷 1 b)' DR. HUGH LL. KEENL~YSIDE. 
J Lαte Member of th. Councilof 
! theA田αticSocictνof J，αpαn. 
~ & A. F.，THOMAS， M. A. OXON. 
，~ PrOj向田官。'1Engtish 1:n the 
さ Univeγsit1J0/ Literat'Ure and 
~ Sc-lence. Tokyo. 
1 9k X 6}" 356 tages. 
1 C/ot!t. 5.00 〒 10sen. 
1 上古Lり我文芸Eの図って来れる所
ご〕二二:~ .---.-' 1.:と示 し、現在の教育市IJ~への路沿
指示し、一方現在の制度た詳迭して其長
短た指導ぜんとするものである。最新l二して最も信滋ずべき材
料|こ依嫁し各種間表盤官、我図唯一の英文日本教育克である@
Japanese Tales 
ofAII Ages 
日本物語
by Omori Harris 
.t1uthor rif“Lotus T!trougわheSlime" 
C/oth. 360 tages. 2.80 子 14sen. 
米図のー涜作家
バール・パック女史
本書を賞讃す!!!
UNIQUE GUIDES TO THE UFE AND TRADlTIONS OF THE JAPANESE PEOPLE. 
